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Messag e  From
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.
“In a time of drastic change it is the learners

who inherit the future. The learned usually find themselves equipped to live in
a world that no longer exists.”

Eric Hoffer

The worldwide pandemic has brought our lives to a standstill. It’s recently that people have
started accepting and living with the new normal. Where various institutions are now
resorting to online mediums for imparting education, our team continues to make efforts to
spread legal knowledge in a similar way, useful to students as well as academicians. 

Few months ago, government revised the dates for submitting Income Tax returns and also
suspended provisions of Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code (IBC) for six months. In light of
this, we bring forth this month’s issue based on Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code (IBC). 

Even though this pandemic has put a halt to various things, seeking knowledge is something
which should never be stopped. Hence with this motive, it brings me immense joy to deliver to
you this month’s “Etching the Path”. 

At my law school, one of the things I have learnt is that no amount of education is sufficient
unless you enjoy it. And if we enjoy learning something, that gets retained in our brains for
the longest time. Our team strives to impart information on different legal topics each
month, in the most creative and best possible way so that learning becomes fun for our
readers. 

I extend my deepest gratitude to Neeti Ma'am, Pyla Sir for being the important part of
Etching the Path and the entire team Lawcutor who has put in all their efforts to make this
E-Magazine a success. It is an honour to be a part of such hard working and committed team.
I also thank all my readers who have always supported us and are the reason for our success.
 

Sincerely
Shubham Sharma

 Founder
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“IBC offers attractive, conductive environment to foreign investors to come to India. There can’t
be a better opportunity than the present one which is being offered through the IBC process

itself”
Mr. ArunJaitley, Ex Finance Minster

Principals of adapting and circumventing is considered to be one of the invisible pillars of our
democracy. From rescuing cathartic Company law and bringing it back through Companies Act,
2013 or the perhaps the recent revamp of Consumer Protection Act - the government has tried
to keep abreast to the latest developments and acted accordingly. Insolvency and Bankruptcy
Code is also a culmination of such development.
 
 As a law, IBC has embarked on a journey that has not only faced trepidations but also soothed
the hurdles were faced by Corporate Entities. Since its inception in 2016, IBC has exceed
beyond everyone’s expectation and has established itself as one of the formidable laws of India.
This was reconfirmed by Supreme Court in 2019 wherein it supported the validity of this special
law and affirmed the fact that this is here is to stay. Fast forwarding to today’s time where we
are stuck in the testing times of Covid – 19, IBC in its own way has tried weather this situation.
From suspension of certain sections to increasing the thresholds – the government through IBC
has tried to protect the interest of the industries to the best of its abilities.  
 
Basing our train of thoughts on these, this month we have dived into this subject of law.
Through our articles we have created a timeline in which you can trace the origin and how IBC
has conditioned itself in the present situation. From discussing pivotal role in banks and
companies to analysing IBC amendment - we have earnestly tried to provide our readers with a
well-rounded edition. In the end, aspire that with this edition you shall learn more about this
unique subject of law and that shall in return help you in building your own thought spectrum.

Adv. Sakshi Shairwal Ms. Rachita Garg Ms. Anwesha Bhattacharyya Ms. Jhalak Nandwani Ms. Ishita Bajaj
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on assent and security where
arbitrators’ discretion immensely deals
with the procedures. However, the two
groups are bolstered by solid policy
arrangement underpinnings.
Understanding their interrelationship
requires learning of fundamental
statutory structure and strategy bases
of the two disciplines.

The Dilemma

I contend that arbitration agreements
ought to be executed by bankruptcy
tribunals except where any such
authorization would keep a party from
vindicating its legally sanctioned
bankruptcy rights. Tribunals should
then conclude whether to honor the
award or not by contemplating whether
the award would contradict the policy
arrangement of bankruptcy law
provided it had been a contractual
agreement term. Practically speaking,
my proposition is for implementation of
agreements with a progressively
powerful level of legal review of
decisions than arbitration law regularly
permits. This methodology would strike
greater impact on parties'agreement.
Simultaneously, it would permit
bankruptcy tribunals and judges to
screen arbitration procedure,
guaranteeing that the bankruptcy
framework is not undermined. 
 
In Reliance Commercial Finance Limited
v. Ved Cellulose Limited[1], the court
saidthere is no injunction to the
commencement of a Corporate
Insolvency Resolution Process (CIRP)
u/s7 of the IBC. Despite that, in Thota
Gurunath Reddy v. Mainland Hospitals
Pvt. Ltd[2] a debate emerged where 
 while NCLT has a duty to serve as

[1]2017 SCC OnLine NCLT 185
[2]2017 SCC OnLine NCLT 1177

‘judicial authority’ to settle application
u/s8 when a petition u/s7 of the IBC
is additionally pending at the
admission stage. In Innoventive
Industries Ltd. v. ICICI Bank[3],
engraving the applicability scope of
section7 of the IBC, SC held that the
authority is only required to look
whether there has been any default by
weighing the records presented by
the financial creditor. Hence, narrow
possibility for adjudicating authority.
Therefore, when the judge is satisfied,
the application is admitted.

Furthermore, section8 has developed
generously. It is authoritative and,
when there subsists an arbitration
agreement, the judge has a
commitment to allude parties to
arbitration, when the subject of
dispute before it is same as the one
arising from or in connection with
agreement, according to Swiss Timing
Limited v. Organising Committee,
Commonwealth Games 2010, Delhi[4].
Additionally, as section 8 stands as
amended by the 2015 Amendment,
endorses that courts decide on the
prima facia basis, the existence of the
valid arbitration agreement and gives
an exceptionally restricted scope of
jurisdiction. 

The inquiry consequently surfacing is
whether NCLT can refer the parties to
arbitration when the dispute is non-
arbitrable? The answer lies in two-
overlay contention of Booz Allen and
Hamilton INC v. SBI Home Finance
Limited[5]and Emaar MGF Land
Limited v. Aftab Singh[6].

Former case refuses parties’ reference
u/s8 even if parties have chosen
arbitration forum for such subject-
matters. The court also enlists
subject- matters, which included
“insolvency and winding-up matters”
as non- arbitrable issue. Latter case
categorically said the CPA,1986  

[3](2018) 1 SCC 407
[4]Delhi AIR 2014 SC 3723
[5] (2011) 5 SCC 532
[6] 2018 (6) ArbLR 313 (SC)

The Arbitration and Conciliation
Act, 1996 has experienced
notable modifications because of
the Amendment Act, 2015. But
the Insolvency and Bankruptcy
Code, 2016 (IBC) was inaugurated
into Indian legal system before
shapes of the updates* could be
installed by the courts.
Statement of object and purpose
for both enactments are
distinguishable, the courts have
time and again confronted a few
captivating inquiries of law that
have justified an assessment of
interaction of authority between
the two enactments. 
 
Bankruptcy and Arbitration are
both particularly specialized
legitimate developments. Where
former is established in a
complex legal plan and are
particularly influenced by
appointed authority and the laws
administer the procedures in
more detail, leaving little
prudence to the judges,
nonetheless, latter is largely the
result of case-law improvement
from a fundamental statutory
beginning stage and depends

*Brought into force on 23 October 2015

The Bankruptcy of
Arbitration?
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Parallelly, in determining the current
quandary, it’s crucial to rethink the ratio
of Sukanya Holdings. Assuming, the
Court can adjust its ruling, it allows the
bifurcation of cause of action of the
dispute, at that point such questions
regarding the interpretations of
agreement emerges which can be
assigned to arbitration u/s 8, and
bankruptcy and winding-up matters can
be adjudged by the NCLT itself. Such
arbitration procedures can be directed
concurrently with the IBC procedures
u/s 7 till they are supportive of
corporate account holder as held in
Power Grid Corporation of India Ltd. v.
Jyoti Structures Ltd[8] and are not
conflicting with any of the prerequisite
stipulations of the IBC. If, any honor
against the corporate account holder as
arbitrated by the arbitral council ought
to be executed simply after the case
u/s7 of the IBC is resolved. 

Alternatively, the requirements of IBC
cannot be summoned for redemption of
outstanding sums, yet that it must be
conjured to start a CIRP for legitimate
and condonable reasons. Since IBC is a
special beneficial enactment which puts
the corporate account holder in a good
place back again and is not signified to
be a replacement to a recovery tribunal
as held in Swiss Ribbons Pvt. Ltd. v.
Association of India.Hence, it would be
ideal that NCLT, acting in narrow legal
power, settles application u/s 8 and
then commit parties to arbitration
without leaning into merits of the
application u/s7 of IBC if, on the prima
facie basis, it is of the perspective that,
a definitive purpose of the business
lender is to retrieve the payment.

[8](2019) 4 SCC 17

existed for consumer to reap
advantage of beneficial
legislation and and protection
against differential bargaining
position in a legal battle
including arbitration.

Hence, making it ex-facie evident
that NCLT cannot refer such
matters for arbitration as the IBC
is a unique enactment ordered
for the said reason, and has an
abrogating impact over whatever
other law which is opposite or
conflicting with any of its
arrangements as indicated by
section238 of the IBC.
Moreover, inSukanya Holdings
Pvt. Ltd. v. Jayesh H. Pandya[7], a
party looking for reference u/s 8
isn't left with numerous choices
when application u/s 7 of IBC is
awaiting action before NCLT. A
potential option of bifurcation of
subject of the issue or reason for
conflict cannot likewise be
attempted by a legal authority
u/s 8. Additionally, it limits the
extent of rights and reliefs as
court stated, the expression 'an
issue' u/s 8 shows that whole
dispute of the suit ought to be
directed and dependent upon
the arbitration agreement.

I believe, the current solutions
have injurious and detrimental
consequence on development of
arbitration forum as an
alternative dispute resolution
mechanism, eventually
hampering its flourishing future
application in Indian legal
regime. Likewise, has a high
probability to cripple down the
crucial principle of party
autonomy which is justified
reflecting the legislative intent.
The problem aggravates when
idea of conflict includes blended
inquiries of legitimacy of
agreements, for which an
arbitration tribunal is a suitable
forum, and for bankruptcy
matters NCLT is the fitting
power.

[7](2018) 246 DLT 485
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Introduction
     
At the outset I hope everyone is
staying safe amid this pandemic
situation. As the whole world is
experiencing an unprecedented
situation, both in terms of health
and the economy, ever since the
outbreak of the novel
coronavirus or the COVID-19
pandemic, there has been severe
losses to many businesses owing
to the coronavirus-induced
lockdown announced by the
Government of India to curb the
spread of the disease. 
The  Insolvency and Bankruptcy
Code, 2016  (IBC) is the
bankruptcy law of India which
seeks to consolidate the existing
framework by creating a single
law for insolvency and
bankruptcy. The Code received
the assent of the President of
India on 28th May, 2016.[1]

The bankruptcy code is a one
stop solution for resolving
insolvencies which previously
was a long process that did not
offer an Economically viable
arrangement. The code aims to
protect the interests of small
investors and make the process
of doing business less
cumbersome.[2] 

[1]  "Insolvency and Bankruptcy
Code"  (PDF). Gazette of India.
Retrieved  31 May  2016 (July 10, 2020,
10:20 PM)

[2]"The Bankruptcy Code for India – A
step to ease 'Doing Business'?". Centre for
Public Policy Research (CPPR). 16
December 2015. Retrieved  7
December 2017. (July 10, 2020, 10:20 PM)
https://www.cppr.in/centre-for-
comparative-studies/the-bankruptcy-
code-for-india-a-step-to-ease-doing-
business

Increasing the minimum amount of
default to file an insolvency
proceeding to Rs. 1 Crore only for
MSME and not for Individuals and
Partnership Firms – using its powers
under Section 4 of the Insolvency
and Bankruptcy Code (IBC), 2016.
Not to include the lockdown period
days to compute the 330-days
period to complete the insolvency
process. - A special provision,
namely, Regulation 40-Chas also 

The IBC has helped India go up a few
notches in the ‘Ease of Doing Business’
Index.

Changes brought about in the
Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code,
2016 owing to the covid-19
pandemic situation in India

Effect of Lockdown on the Economy

The Government of India on 24-03-
2020, announced a nation-wide
lockdown of all shops, establishments,
commercial spaces and almost
everything barring a few essential
services to curb the spread of the novel
coronavirus. In this juncture, it is to
note that since health was of primary
importance, the Government imposed
lockdown restrictions. Now, the
businesses started to incur losses after
a point of time due to the pandemic
situation and the government
considered health and economy while
easing lockdown restrictions and
helping businesses re-open.

Relaxations given by the government

To provide a relief measure, the
Government gave some relaxation
before filing insolvency suits against
Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises
(MSME) Businesses. The were:

been inserted in the Insolvency and
Bankruptcy Board of India (Insolvency
Resolution Process for Corporate
Persons) Regulations, 2016 to exclude
the lockdown period from the
timelines prescribed under the IBC
vide Notification dated 30.03.2020
Suo Moto – Company Appeal (AT)
(Insolvency) No. 01 of 2020 which said
that upon requests due to the
pandemic, urgent cases to be listed
telephonically to the Registrar of the
National Company Law Appellate
Tribunal, New Delhi, were asked for,
hence the Appellate Tribunal
rendered in Quinn Logistics India Pvt
Ltd vs. Mack Soft Tech Pvt Ltd in
Company Appeal (AT) (Insolvency) No.
185 of 2018, the period of lockdown
shall be excluded under Section 12 of
the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code,
2016 in all cases where ‘Corporate
Insolvency Resolution Process’ has
been initiated and pending before any
bench of the National Company Law
Tribunal or in Appeal before this
Appellate Tribunal. It also said that
any interim order / stay order passed
by this Appellate Tribunal in anyone
or other Appeal under IBC, 2016 shall
continue till the next date of hearing,
which may be notified later.

Suspension of IBC for 6 months
extended to one year due to
pandemic
The Hon’ble President of India
exercising his powers under Article
123 of the Constitution of India
whereby he is empowered to
promulgate ordinances during the
absence of parliament sessions due to
emergency situations, on 05.06.2020.,
had announced an Insolvency and
Bankruptcy (Amendment) Ordinance,
2020 to suspend the IBC (Section 7, 9
and 10) proceedings for upto six
months extendable upto a year to
safeguard the companies from being
under-valued and taken away by
creditors and secondly, to stop the
number of cases from rising before
the Insolvency Tribunals due to the
unprecedented situation no business
house expected itself to be in.

IMPACT OF COVID-19 ON
THE INSOLVENCY AND
BANKRUPTCY CODE, 2016 
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settlement of insolvency (ie. 180 days) may
be lost. But, also, if default occurred due
to covid situation, lienancy maybe granted
because the entire nation was under a
stand still due to non operation of
businesses and hence losses were
accumulating to the entrepreneurs. Due
to the suspension of IBC on operational
creditors may caused disturbance in the
capital flow of the economy as the
prohibition would restrict the creditors
from receiving any money from the
companies which would then lead to the
creditors making a default to their lenders
as a spiralling effect.

Conclusion

Thus, the Government on its part is giving
relaxation of norms by increasing the
threshold amount and allowing only cases
prior to 25.03.2020. to be filed and barring
filing of cases when the IBC is temporarily
suspended. The true intent of such an
amendment in the eyes of law, is to
provide respite to business houses which
have already bore the brunt of the
pandemic and they did not carry out any
business activity for the last 3 months at
the least and hence would be put in a
pressurized situation had they been taken
to insolvency proceedings as businesses
rotate the capital to do their daily
business and without proper cash flows
they may not be in a position to re-pay the
amounts borrowed to do business. Thus,
by providing some respite like this, the
MSME’s may fall well under the 1-crore
bracket and therefore won’t be taken to
such proceedings. The amendment would
only mean a prospective effect and not a
retrospective effect so those who have
defaulted prior to the lockdown cannot
gain advantage with this amendment. It is
to be construed in a manner to help the
businesses revive in a post covid-19 era
and help them with easier fund flows to
repay their borrowings.

https://www.newindianexpress.com
/business/2020/jun/08/ibc-
amendment-ordinance-2020-no-
fresh-insolvency-for-default-after-
lockdown-declaration-
2153907.html#:~:text=The%20Crux%
20of%20the%20Amendment%20Ord
inance%202020&text=2020%20to%2
0effectively%20suspend%20the,date
%20as%20may%20be%20notified.
https://www.newindianexpress.com
/opinions/2020/may/26/is-ibc-
suspension-antithetical-to-
pandemic-protection-2147967.html
https://www.scconline.com/blog/p
ost/2020/04/17/impact-of-covid-
19-on-the-insolvency-and-
bankruptcy-code-2016/#_ftn1
https://www.bloombergquint.com/
law-and-policy/ibc-ordinance-
issued-to-suspend-insolvency-and-
bankruptcy-code-for-six-months
http://www.lawstreetindia.com/ex
perts/column?
sid=394#:~:text=Disturbance%20in
%20the%20capital%20flow,further%
20defaults%20to%20their%20lender
s
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Insol
vency_and_Bankruptcy_Code,_201
6#:~:text=The%20Insolvency%20an
d%20Bankruptcy%20Code%2C%202
016%20(IBC)%20is%20the,Lok%20Sa
bha%20in%20December%202015.

ReferencesSection 7, 9 and 10 of the
Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code,
2016 allow for insolvency filings
by financial creditors,
operational creditors and the
corporate debtor itself. This
effectively shuts down all
insolvency filings against any
company that defaults on a debt
or payment.The promulgation of
this Ordinance has resulted in
the insertion of new clauses, i.e.,
Section 10A and Section 66(3) in
to the Insolvency and Bankruptcy
Code, 2016.

Impiication of above decision

The implication of this decision
would mean that parallel to the
moratorium allowed by banks for
a six-month period, this
suspension of IBC Code
proceedings too would run
parallelly. But, its impact would
be felt by the creditors who have
given loans to the firms and are
not coming under the framework
of banks as per Reserve Bank of
India (RBI) norms. It would
impact the creditors and be
beneficial to the borrowers who
run businesses. But the wordings
in amending Section 10A of the
IBC, 2016 as “no application shall
be filed” must be construed only
from 25.03.2020. till whenever
the lockdown period extends and
not prior to this date or after the
entire lockdown ceases to exist.
 
Section 66 has been amended to
include clause (3) which says, the
provision provides relaxation
from wrongful trading
provisions, i.e., resolution
professionals will be barred from
initiating wrongful trading
applications against directors of
companies where the IBC
process is suspended.

The Loop holes that may be
found with this decision are, that
the objectives of the IBC which
state that the time period for
execution of law in a time bound 
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INTRODUCTION

The COVID-19 pandemic has
caused much disruption in
economic activities around the
world including India. The NDA
Government led by Prime
Minister, Narendra Modi, has
launched certain measures to
mitigate the effects of this
disruption. As far as the Insolvency
and Bankruptcy Code is
concerned, the government vide
its discretion in Section 4 of the
code increased the minimum
threshold limit for a default from
Rs. 1 Lakh to Rs. 1 Crore.[1] This
means for a default based
proceeding to occur under IBC,
the amount should be at least Rs. 1
Crore.

ANALYSIS OF THE
ORDINANCE

NCLAT took suomoto cognizance
of the unprecedented situation
caused by the pandemic in its
order dated 30th March. It
declared that for the purpose of
counting the period of resolution
process under section 12 in cases
in which CIRP has been initiated
and is pending before NCLT or
NCLAT, the period of lockdown
declared by the central and state
government in the place where the
registered office of the corporate
debtor is located shall be excluded
and any interim/ stay order
passed by NCLAT shall continue
till next date of hearing.[2]

i]http://www.mca.gov.in/Ministry/pdf/N
otification_28032020.pdf(last visited July
17, 2020, 3:45 P.M.).
[2]SuoMoto - Company Appeal (AT)
(Insolvency) No. 01 of 2020,
https://www.ibbi.gov.in/uploads/order/0
fd02d6fd104fcdd63936eb4cb23021b.pdf
(last visited July 24, 11:45 A.M.).

Further, the government amended the
code by bringing in the Insolvency and
Bankruptcy Code (Amendment)
Ordinance, 2020 with effect from June
5,2020. The Ordinance while
acknowledging the disruption caused by
the pandemic, lockdowns and the
difficulty in finding adequate number of
resolution applicants has included
Sections 10(A) and 66(3) to the code.[3]
Section 10(A) states that no application
for CIRP (Corporate Insolvency
Resolution Process) under Sections 7, 9
and 10 shall be filed for a default
occurring on or after March 25, 2020
for a period of six months or further (as
may be notified) but not exceeding one
year. NCLT Chennai has held that
Section 10(A) applies to all pending
applications arising out of defaults on or
after March 25 and not June 5,
[4]thereby stating that the amendment
is retrospective in nature. 
A major concern is the inconsistency
between the operative part and the
proviso attached to the section. The
operative part clearly indicates a
temporary ban on the filing of
CIRP,whereas, the proviso by use of the
word “ever” indicates a permanent ban
on the filing of CIRP for such defaults.
[4] This inconsistency destroys the
objective of the act which is speedy
resolution of the CIRP and to keep the 

[3]http://www.mca.gov.in/Ministry/pdf/IBCAm
edBill_05062020.pdf(lastvisited July 17, 2020, 4:00
P.M.).
[4]Siemens v. Ramesh, IA/395/2020 in
IBA/215/2020, NCLT Division Bench- I Chennai, ¶
31 (July 9, 2020),
https://ibbi.gov.in//uploads/order/bec2bed9b8
c43ef67e7990cd821d1312.pdf.
[5] 4]DeveshJuvekar et al, Decoding IBC
(Amendment) Ordinance, 2020 for Creditors and
Corporate Debtors,Mondaq,(June 12, 2020),
https://www.mondaq.com/india/insolvencyban
kruptcy/952672/decoding-ibc-amendment-
ordinance-2020-for-creditors-and-corporate-
debtors#:~:text=Corporate%20debtors%20whose
%20rights%20are,with%20the%20Companies%20
(Winding%20up), (last visited July 18, 2020, 06:29
P.M.).

corporate debtor as a going
concern[6] as this inconsistency can
be used to perpetually delay CIRP. A
blanket and forever protection would
rather, actually incentivize a debtor to
accelerate default so as to bring it
during the Disruption Period and avail
a permanent abatement. A possible
interpretation is that a default having
occurred during the disruption period
has actually occurred after the
disruption period as well and
therefore, the proviso cannot imply a
permanent and blanket ban.[7] This
cannot be the intent of law.[8]Another
argument that has been forwarded is
that a proviso cannot be permitted by
construction to defeat the basic intent
expressed in the substantive
provision.[9]
Section 66(2) of the code makes a
director or partner of a corporate
debtor personally liable if before the
commencement of CIRP, they knew
that CIRP was inevitable or that they
did not exercise due diligence in
minimising the potential loss to the
creditors of the corporate debtor. The
Ordinance inserts Section 66(3) which
exempts the Resolution professional
from filing any application under 66(2)
for a default for which CIRP has been
suspended under 10(A).[i0]The
amendment will boost the confidence
of directors or partners to continue
trading during these tough times to
keep their business as a going

[6] BLRC Report, Nov. 04, 2015, Vol. I, pg.14,
https://ibbi.gov.in/BLRCReportVol1_04112015.
pdf (last visited July 24, 11:55 A.M.)
[7]Implication of IBC Ordinance, 2020: quick
round up,Vinod Kothari Consultants,(June 5,
2020),
http://vinodkothari.com/2020/06/implicatio
ns-of-ibc-ordinance-2020-quick-round-up/,
(last visited July 18, 2020, 06:34 P.M.). 
[8]Supra, 5.
[9]Vishesh Kumar vs. Shanti Prasad, 1980 SCR
(3) 32,
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1522581/.
[10] Id.at 3.

IBC ORDINANCE 2020:
TOO LITTLE TOO LATE

G A R I M A  T R I P A T H I  A N D  A D I T Y A  M I S H R A
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As a result of the recent amendment
in Section 4 of the IBC, the MSME
creditors are barred from filing a
default that is lower than Rs. 1 crore.
[16] Further, even if the default
occurs, they cannot file the
application under Section 9 of the
code due to the immunity provided
under Section 10-A.
The only recourse left for the MSME
is under Section 16 of the MSMED
Act, 2006, which specifies the date
from which the interest is payable in
case the buyer fails to pay the
amount to the supplier.

CONCLUSION

The economic impact of the Coronavirus
should not be solely seen through the
eyes of the corporate debtors, but one
must also step into the shoes of the
financial creditors. With the virus taking
a more deadly form, it appears
impossible that the economic sector
would breathe again in the near future.
Considering this fact, the burden on the
financial creditors is increasing day in
and day out. Mr. Shaktikanta Das asserts
that the pandemic may lead to higher
non-performing assets and capital
erosion of banks.[17]This leads to the
conclusion that post pandemic there can
be difficulty in borrowing money from
the financial institutions for the purpose
of businesses. Thus, the steps taken by
the government during the pandemic
are very momentous for the corporate
sector but the short term and long term
effects of the Ordinance coupled with
the RBI’s guidelines require deep
analysis.

[16]Supra, 5.
[17] Atmadip Ray, Pandemic may lead to higher
NPAs, banks need more capital buffer against
shocks: RBI Governor,The Economic Times, (July 11,
2020, 08:21 P.M.),
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/ec
onomy/policy/indian-economy-showing-signs-
of-returning-to-normalcy-rbi-
governor/articleshow/76905638.cms, (last visited
July 18, 2020, 06:46 P.M.).

concern[i1] as a lot of changes
need to be done in the loan
structure of the corporate
structure of the corporate
debtor[12], without incurring a
personal liability.

In light of the changes
introduced by the Ordinance, it
is pertinent to note that the
language of section 10-A should
have been in such a manner that
the operative part and the
proviso must be mutually
throwing light on each other so
as to give it a rhythmical
interpretation.

Suspension of section 10 defeats
the purpose of the Code which is
to revive the corporate debtor
and not liquidate it. Depriving
the corporate debtor from filing
voluntary insolvency proceeding
will force him into business thus
resulting in more losses. Further,
the Ordinance doesn’t address
the question of MSME debtors
and creditors. This sector is the
worst hit during the pandemic
due to less cash flow. Thus, the
need of the hour is to look into
the interests of both financial
and operational creditors, where
the latter must be given due
importance.

[11]Supra,4. 
[12] P Nagesh&Akshay Sharma, IBC
Ordinance 2020:
Calibrated Approach & Contradiction,
SCC Online, 
(June 20,
2020),https://www.scconline.com/blog
/post/2020/06/20/ibc-ordinance-
2020-calibrated-approach-
contradiction/, (last visited July 18, 2020,
06:36 P.M.).

Operational creditors, who are MSMEs
could be suppliers to the corporate
debtor and hence in case of default by
the latter there is little recourse under
the new Ordinance

EFFECT ON MSME’S

The Prime Minister, in his fifth address to
the nation gave a clarion call for
Aatmanirbhar Bharat and announced a
fiscal package of Rupees 20 lakh crores
equivalent to India’s 10% GDP.[13] This
step was taken to boost the MSME sector
during the unprecedented time. There are
approx 63.3 million MSMEs in India,[14]
which needs greater fillip to run their
businesses during the times of global
emergency so that job retention is
ensured. Another important measure
announced was that a special resolution
framework for the MSME sector would be
materialized under Section 240-A of the
IBC, 2016, which is yet to be notified.
Furthermore, the Ordinance is in line with
the ‘RBI’s COVID-19 Regulatory Package’
as it permits  extension of the moratorium
by another three months i.e. from June 1,
2020 to August 31, 2020 on payment of all
installments in respect of term loans and
also excludes the period for classification
of an asset as NPA.[i5] These measures
taken by the government will help the
MSME sector to cope up with the loss that
might be incurred during the pandemic. 

These measures taken by the government
may prove advantageous to the corporate
debtors; nonetheless, it might have an
adverse effect on the operational
creditors which are mostly the MSMEs. In
the light of this argument, we can draw
the following conclusions related to the
MSME sector:

[13]Press Information Bureau, Government of India,
https://pib.gov.in/PressReleseDetail.aspx?
PRID=1607942 (last visited July 18, 2020, 05:20 P.M.).
[14]https://www.microsave.net/wp-
content/uploads/2020/06/Impact-of-COVID-19-
pandemic-on-micro-small-and-medium-
enterprises-MSMEs-India-report-1.pdf (last visited
July 18, 2020, 01:28 P.M.).
[15]Reserve Bank of India, Notifications,
https://www.rbi.org.in/Scripts/NotificationUser.as
px?Id=11902&Mode=0, (last visited July 18, 2020,
06:40 P.M.).
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Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code? There
have been discussions around the
nation to amend the process of
insolvency proceeding in India and
consider pre-packs as the “fast track
resolution process” under the code. The
concept of pre-packs proceedings is
well known in United Kingdom as well
as United States. Now, the question is
what exactly includes pre-packs
process? Pre-Packs or the pre-planned
proceedings are the proceedings that
are considered to be “a resolution of a
distressed company’s debt that can be
out of the court through a restructuring
plan where debtor and creditors agree
on a consensual resolution or through
the formal insolvency process provided
under IBC”[3]. This process is fast,
flexible and incurs less cost as
compared to the actual CIRP
proceeding. The proceedings under the
pre-packs are done after both the
creditors and company agree to a
common resolution plan; the creditors
that did not consent to such plan will be
excluded from pre-pack proceedings.
The creditors and the debtors in this
case gets the flexibility in the process
but similarly, where the case is that
either person of the proceeding does
not agree with the resolution plan of
the pre-pack then they need to opt for
the CIRP. Moreover, the pre-pack plans
fail in case where there are large
numbers of creditors with different
interest.

[3]Aparna Ravi, Introducing Pre-Packs in India – A
Useful Tool in Times of Covid -19, University of
Oxford, (July 25, 2020, 5:35 PM),
https://www.law.ox.ac.uk/business-law-
blog/blog/2020/05/introducing-pre-packs-
india-useful-tool-times-covid-19

So is it so that, “With the suspension
of IBC by the finance minister for a
year, there is the way of adapting the
prepackaged insolvency”[4]?
With the suspension of the insolvency
proceedings by the finance minister,
there is arising the need to adapt an
alternative mechanism for the
proceedings to continue, though till
the amendment in the bankruptcy
code such process cannot be taken
into consideration the by the
operational or the financial creditors,
but looking into the current situation,
there needs to be a way of figure out
that “Why India needs a pre-pack
proceedings?” The statistics of the
cases of the Insolvency Proceedings in
India is comparatively increased due
to the inception of IBC, but as per the
Economic times. “Many of the large
cases have been already resolved and
the smaller companies that are
undergoing the resolution process are
finding fewer suitors which is causing
the fall in recoveries”[5].
For the resolution process which is
not be resolved by the NCLT, an
alternative needs to be decided by the
government and there is the need for
the implementation of such
alternative. For such alternative, we
can take the example of pre packs that
have been adopted by UK and USA for
the resolution of the insolvency
proceedings. This kind of alternative
resolution process has its own
advantage in terms of less disruption
in the business of the debtor and is
also helpful for the companies that are
facing financial problems during this
pandemic[6].

[4]Asish Rathi, With IBC Suspended, now Pave
the Way for Pre-Packaged Insolvency, Financial
Express, (May 12th, 2020),
https://www.financialexpress.com/opinion/w
ith-ibc-suspended-now-pave-the-way-for-
pre-packaged-insolvency/1955662/ 
[5] ET Bureau, Lenders Set to Recover 43.1%
from Insolvency Proceedings, Economics Times,
(Feb 15th,
2020)https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/i
ndustry/banking/finance/lenders-set-to-
recover-43-1-from-insolvency-
proceedings/articleshow/74144226.cms?
from=mdr
[6] Supra Note 3

The insolvency and bankruptcy
code in India was initiated in the
year 2016 with the major aim of
consolidating all the provisions
relating to insolvency and India
and to resolve the procedures of
insolvency between the debtors
and the creditors.[1]
The NCLT and the NCLAT has
been dealing with various cases
of insolvency and bankruptcy
since its inception. But, due to
the ongoing crisis of Covid-19
pandemic, the Finance Minister
has announced six month
suspension of initiating new
insolvency proceeding which was
extended to One year on May 17,
2020. With the increase in the
conditions around the nation, the
suspension of such proceedings
under Section 10 A can extended
for six more months, which
means that any default occurred
before March 25th, 2020 will
have the Corporate Insolvency
Resolution Process (CIRP) and
the defaults after that period are
free from the process of CIRP.[2].
But is this CIRP is the reliable
process for such defaults or is
there any other mechanism that
can be considered for the
initiation of the insolvency
proceeding under Section 10 A of

[1]AravindGayam, The Insolvency and
Bankruptcy Code: All you need to know,
PRS Legislative Research, (July 25, 2020,
8:30 PM),
https://www.prsindia.org/theprsblog/i
nsolvency-and-bankruptcy-code-all-
you-need-know 
[2]P. Nagesh&Akshay Sharma, IBC
Ordinance 2020: Calibrated Approach
and Contradiction, SCC Online, (July 25,
2020, 6:25 PM),
https://www.scconline.com/blog/post/
2020/06/20/ibc-ordinance-2020-
calibrated-approach-contradiction/

IBC: WITH AND
WITHOUT PRE PACKS
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The debtor and the creditors should discuss the matter with insolvency professional
and should decide the resolution plan accordingly by deciding upon the IP value and
other assets of the firm before the initiation of actual insolvency proceeding.
The bidders should be invited by the insolvency professional after looking into the
credibility of all the bidders.
The approval should be taken by the NCLT and all the necessary documents regarding
the plan should be submitted to the NCLT.
If the NCLT approves, then the moratorium period as prescribed in IBC should be
considered, otherwise the statutory compliance must be certain for further process.

SUGGESTIONS FOR PRE-PACK UNDER IBC
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DR. NEETI: Honestly, I don't know. I knew I didn't want to pursue medicine, a career that
my father was forcing me towards.   As a kid, I did like the glamour of the
profession as I saw on television. I did have soft skills .  I had inquisitive mind.I
was a good orator and loved reading long hours.. As I look back, I feel
extremely satisfied with my career choice. Law as a subject is a natural choice
given that as a person, I am strongly moved by sense of justice.   I had my
experience of working in litigation and in corporate, but I had realized early
that I enjoyed teaching the most. As a teacher, it is inspiring to teach and learn
on a daily basis. You get instant gratification. I get great amount of energy and
inspiration from my students.

INTERVIEW

Kindly acquaint yourself to our readersLAWCUTOR:
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DR. NEETI:

..............................................................................................................................................................................................................

LAWCUTOR: What caused you, to pick law as a career? How was your experience about
the same?

I am Neeti Shikha.   I am currently working as a Head, Centre for Insolvency
and Bankruptcy at IICA. I also wear a few other hats. I am on the acadmmic
board for India School of Public Policy and advsiosry board of India Leading
think tank, Centre for Civil Society. I am life member of FORE Society, Parent
body governing FORE Scool of Management, India’s one of the finest private
business school.
I did my l LLB  from IP University in 2007, after which I pursued my masters
from University College London, UK. It was at UCL when I got inspired to take
career in academics. I have been an explorer throughout my life trying to
reason out which career would suit me better but I did identify my passion
early.

Dr. Neeti Shikha
Head, Centre for Insolvency and Bankruptcy

Indian Institute of Corporate Affairs

..............................................................................................................................................................................................................

LAWCUTOR: You have been a great mooter yourself . Can you tell us whether those
who do not moot are at a disadvantage as compared to those who moot?

DR. NEETI: There is a lot of emphasis given to moot courts in law schools as it is a great
way of learning the application of law, and to develop critical thinking.     It is
important that students who do not  like to moot should think of  participating
at least as a research. Honing research skills is as important as honing mooting
and speaking skills. It is important to participate in competitions for you learn
various perspectives when you meet teams from other colleges, you learn not  



DR. NEETI: Higher education was something which was engraved our blood, both the
parents are PhD, so I have my personal motivation to pursue a higher studies.
UCL was a natural choice as it had a great history.
It offered stimulating academic environment in a city of London, a city I was
already familiar with during my training at Clifford Chance. The faculty at UCL
were great, the life in London was great and offered a great diversity and
community experience.     Not many know that it was in   1878 that the
University of London decided to allow women to take its degree and UCL
became the first British university to admit women on fully equal terms to
men, in all faculties except Medicine, admissions to study political economy
taking place for the first time in 1878 under the professorship of Jevons.
I think one thing I have learnt in UCL is that the rigor of education abroad is
extremely high. Nobody asks you why you are not in the class. Nobody will ask
you to read before the lectures.   You do it because you choose to. This liberal
environment inculcates great amount of self discipline. The quality of faculty
and the rigor of the course is excellent.

INTERVIEW
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DR. NEETI:

..............................................................................................................................................................................................................

LAWCUTOR: What drew you to seek LLM from U.K.?

the legal aspects but also hone your leadership skills and team building spirit.
You learn to celebrate your win and accept your loss. It sort of prepares you for
a real life where you may not have a good day at court or with client and you
prepare yourself early to face highs and lows of life.
Now, those   students who do not wish to participate in moot court
competitions at all may think of other way to hone and develop of their skills;
through research and writing, through participation in legal aid committees
and learning to translate their legal learning into legal services. They can
identify their interest area and develop the skills through other activities. One
needs to understand that it is important to identify what you are passionate
about, what gives you joy as a student and once you identify it, you work
towards that with your hundred percent commitment.
On a separate note, I had written a  chapter for one of the books on moot court
for EBC, you may check wish to read that.

..............................................................................................................................................................................................................

LAWCUTOR: You are the head of Centre for insolvency and bankruptcy at IICA. Tell us
something about your experience in this field?

DR. NEETI: I have been involved with various institutes and in several course planning but
the precision and determination that is demanded by GIP is rather fascinating.
  The course is industry driven and hence the constant interaction with the
industry is such a learning experience from me.  You can learn more about GIP
from our website but let me share here briefly,



DR. NEETI:

Changing Paradigms of Corporate
Governance in India was my first
book and it was published by
Bloomsbury India. This is my first
book and first book is like your
first love, most special! For me, it
was not easy to finish this book.
My daughter was just a few
months old she would not sleep
for more than 2 hours at a stretch.
I was getting depressed as I was
not getting enough sleep. In order
to counter personal challenge, I
decided to work on my book and
bring In some positivity in my
life.   I thus decided to convert my
PhD work into a book. later it
translated into this book.

My book is first detailed study on
the changing paradigm of
corporate governance after
coming of the Companies Act
2013. I offers a great insight into
the jurisprudential framework of
the new regime and at the same
time offers a great comparative
insight not only with the 

INTERVIEW
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DR. NEETI:

..............................................................................................................................................................................................................

LAWCUTOR:
You wrote two books i.e.
“Changing paradigms of
corporate governance in
India” and “Corporate
governance in India:
principles and policies”. if it's
not too much trouble, kindly
familiarize our followers
about these books.

The Graduate Insolvency
Programme (GIP) is the first
of its kind programme not
only in India but also
globally, for those aspiring
to take up the discipline of
insolvency professional as a
career or seeking to take up
other roles in the value
chain, in India and in
foreign jurisdictions. A
student who completes the
GIP will be eligible for
registration as insolvency
professional under the
Insolvency and Bankruptcy
Code 2016, without having
to wait to acquire the 10-
year experience as required
by the Code at present. The
course has the finest blend
of theory and practice.
Students spend a year in
classroom and one year
with the industry. Our first
batch has been very
promising and we are
raising the bar of
candidates every year.
The commitment to give
the best and not settle for
anything less is what makes
it so unique.

previous Companies Act 1956 but also
with other jurisdictions. I had a chance
to present part of my work at National
University Singapore and Nanyang
Technological University. 
What makes the book an interesting
work is the fact that it offers a different
perspective to the then existing
jurisprudence that corporate
governance in India has seen a
“transplant effect”. I argue in my book
that at the macro level corporate
governance principles may have shown
convergence but the way laws have
shaped up, there is significant
divergence from the UK law at micro
level. SO in its own subtle way, the
book challenged the “transplant
theory” in the realm of corporate
governance. I   recommend that every
law student must read this book.
 My second book,Corporate Governance
in India: Principles and Policies
published with Cengage Publication. is
a result of my experience of teaching at
various business school.   It has
interesting case lets and many thought
provoknig exercises.

..............................................................................................................................................................................................................



only the understanding of  law but
also of finance and accounts, and
one has to have the right skills as
well. From my experience,an IP
coming from GIP will have an
edge in the market as it will have
360 degree view of the ecosystem
that course offers.

INTERVIEW
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LAWCUTOR

..............................................................................................................................................................................................................

GIP as a   course enable
these young professionals
to reach their best potential
in the field of Insolvency
and Bankruptcy.This course
has been put together based
on deliberations of a high
level committee namely,
GIP Working Committee
Report. Insolvency and
Bankruptcy is an evolving
field and professions with
good research skills can
even help develop the law.
If someone is interested in
the insolvency and
restructuring sector then I
would say that there is
great scope through this
course. One can take up
various roles in this
ecosystem, like on advisory
or with firms or even in
  commercial litigation. The
sector is even open to for
young lawyers.
Law students may have
skills to understand the
laws. Though, a career in
insolvency requires not 

Chandrachud talking about how we
need to work on the law school biases
and some firms have already started
working on that Law students should
work on strengthening what they are
good at, if they could write on aa
contemporary issue, write in journals,
blogs or even use social media
effectively to add to the discourse. They
should try to hone their networking
skills. Nowadays LinkedIn has become a
good platform for the same. You can
write and connect with  experts and can
also seek their mentorship. Speaking of
a career in corporate law, a student
must be well read in law of contracts,
company laws and other allied areas of
law .  One thing corporate lawyers must
focus is to build on their basics. I reckin
that when I had introduced Lowry and
Dignam’s company alws and Gower
andDavis as a refrence for my students,
there as a lot of resistance from the
class. They could not undertstand why
they needed to take recourse to an
English law book and not   limit
themselves to Avart Singh. But I do
have some of my students who have
cleared US bar exams in fiest attempt
and they did mention that the readings
in law school during my lectures were
very useful So in nutshell, you need to
be clear in your concepts, you need to
read good books, you need to
understand the economic and political
thought behind a commercial laws and
for that , you need to read the best
books.  After all, it is not the age but the
knowledge that separates you from
others.

..............................................................................................................................................................................................................

GIP (Graduate Insolvency
Programme), first of its
kind program, has
offered for the first time
in India by IICA. what is
its significance, if a law
graduate needs to make
profession in this field?

DR. NEETI

LAWCUTOR
Today’s generation of law
students majorly focus on tier-
one firms for internships and
top tier firms provide
internships only to students
 with high grades and from top
national law universities.   So
students who might not   be
from premier law schools or
have outstanding grades but
wish to make a career in
corporate world, how can they
achieve the same?

My recommendation to all the
students is to work very hard and
achieve a decent CGPA. I have
been in  the law school ecosystem
and I believe if you attend classes
regularly then then you can
manage a good score . It is rather
difficult to not get good grades in
law schools these days, you have
to work hard to fail. For building a
career in the corporate world, I
think the corporate world today
has moved beyond brands and
recognises skills & knowledge. I
remember Hon’ble Justice 

DR. NEETI



Am not the best person to advice but may share my experience with you which
has helped me shape my career. 
Firstly, always remember, your thoughts are guided by what you read and
perceive around. Choose wisely what you read, how you spend your free time
and how you reflect back on all that you observe around you. As a law student,
I got associated with a think tank, Centre for Civil Society. I remember how my
association with CCS kept me intellectually engaged and I started involving in
larger discourse of policy   and no frivolous conversation that a 20 year old
person would do. 
Secondly, believe in your teachers, Many law students today feel that they
learn more in internships than in class. I appreciate that but I firmly believe
that foundations of your learning is laid in classrooms.     I always encourage
students to read and challenge yourself and your teachers. It helps both the
teacher and student grow in terms of knowledge. 
There is no shortcut to hard work. For law students, you have to read. And read
good books. From my experience I can assure that this habit always comes in
handy in this career, no matter which filed you choose. 
Lastly, always   have  a larger purpose in mind and work towards that.
Remember that you are future of this country. What India becomes tomorrow
is lying in your hands today.By becoming a concerned citizens &a good lawyer
you will not only raise the bar for the legal professionals but for citizenries.

INTERVIEW

A piece of advice from you to legal students out there?LAWCUTOR:
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DR. NEETI:

..............................................................................................................................................................................................................

LAWCUTOR: We will love to have a concluding note from you for Lawcutor.

DR. NEETI: I would like to thank the team of Lawcutor and wrapping up, I would say -
work towards your passion, never get deterred and, identify your weaknesses
& work on them. The only thing that can stop you from success are the
limitations that you put on yourself.
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INSOLVENCY AND BANKRUPTCY CODE
MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS

When did the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code 2016 receive the President’s assent?
5 August 2016
28 May 2016
5 May 2016
15 June 2016

1.
2.
3.
4.

What is the Applicability of Insolvency Bankruptcy Code?
Companies incorporated under the Companies Act, 2013 or under any previous company law, Limited
Liability Partnerships incorporated under Limited Liability Partnership Act, 2008, Partnership firms
and Individuals.
Companies incorporated under the Companies Act, 2013 or under any previous company law, Hindu
Undivided Family, Partnership firms and Individuals.
Companies incorporated under the Companies Act, 2013 or under any previous company law, Limited
Liability Partnerships incorporated under Limited Liability Partnership Act, 2008 and Co-operative
Societies registered under Co-operative Societies Act, 1972.
Companies incorporated under the Companies Act, 2013 or under any previous company law, Trusts
under the Indian Trusts Act, 1882, Co-operative Societies registered under Co-operative Societies Act,
1972, Individuals.

1.

2.

3.

4.

What is the impact of IBC on other legislations?
IBC does not have any effect on other legislation.
Other legislation shall have overriding effect on IBC
IBC has an overriding effect on other legislation.
IBC is an independent code.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Which legilstaions got repealed on enforcement of IBC?
The Presidency Towns Insolvency Act 1909, Provincial Insolvency Act 1920 and Sick Industrial
Companies (Special Provisions) Act 1985.
Sick Industrial Companies (Special Provisions) Act 1985, The Securitization and Reconstructing of
Financial Assets and Enforcement of Security Interest Act 2002 and The Payment and Settlement
Systems Act 2007.
Provincial Insolvency Act 1920, The Securitization and Reconstructing of Financial Assets and
Enforcement of Security Interest Act 2002 and Recovery of Debts due ten Banks and Financial
Institutions Act, 1993.
Sick Industrial Companies (Special Provisions) Act 1985 and same provisions of Negotiable Instruments
Act, 1881.

1.

2.

3.

4.
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INSOLVENCY AND BANKRUPTCY CODE
MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS

Who can initiate Corporate Insolvency Resolution Process (CIRP)?
Only Corporate Debtor
Financial Creditor and Operational Creditor
Financial Creditor, Operational Creditor and Corporate Debtor
Corporate Debtor and Financial Creditor

1.
2.
3.
4.

When can Corporate Insolvency Resolution Process be initiated?
The minimum amount of default is Rupees Five Lakh or such higher amount which shall not exceed
Rupees Ten Crore.
The minimum amount of default is Rupees Nine Lakh or such higher amount which shall not exceed
Rupees Nine Crore.
The minimum amount of default is Rupees Ten Lakh or such higher amount which shall not exceed
Rupees Three Crore
The minimum amount of default is Rupees Eight Lakh or such higher amount which shall not exceed
Rupees Three Crore.

1.

2.

3.

4.

What constitutes default under IBC?
Non-payment of debt when whole or any part or installment of the amount of debt has became due
and payable and is not repaid by the debtor or the corporate debtor.
Non-payment of debt when whole or part of the payment is demanded by the financial or operational
creditor
Non-payment of any amount, whether in full or in part, on demand by the creditors’ or concerned
authorities.
Any payment of the creditors is subsisting.

1.

2.

3.

4.

What is debt under Insolvency Bankruptcy Code?
Any amount of money that is need or due to any party.
A liability or obligation in respect of a claim which is due from any person and includes a financial
debt and operational debt.
Any liability arising in respect of money advanced by a creditor to the debtor.
Debts arising out of loans advanced by a financial institution.

1.
2.

3.
4.

Which of the following is not an operational debt?

Deferred Income Tax.
Payment to be made to the supplier of the Company.
Retirement benefits payable under pension plan.
Any amount rose under any other transacting, including any forward sale or purchase agreement,
having the commercial effect of a borrowing.

1.
2.
3.
4.
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Reliance Industry’s Subsidiary, JioTV

has signed an agreement with the

Education Minister of Haryana. The

agreement shall be part of the Chief

Minister’s Distance Learning

Programme aimed at providing

education to school going children in

the rural areas.

Signed on June 23, 2020, the

agreement shall benefit around 52 lakh

students from the rural areas of the

state. As per the terms of the

agreement, four channels of EDUSAT

will be made available on the live

television streaming application,

JioTV.  The content live streamed on

the channel will also be made available

as recordings. The service will be free

of cost for students from both private

and public schools. Amidst the

difficulties create by the pandemic,

this move shall prove beneficial at a

time when schools are shut across the

nation. Imparting education will

become more convenient, without

violating any social distancing norms.

Nepal’s Agricultural Ministry’s Survey

Department had released a report stating

that around 33 hectares of Nepalese land

has been encroached by China.  The flow of

around 10 rivers that acted as the natural

boundary between the two countries has

been diverted. 

6 hectares of land from the Rasuwa district

have been annexed by diverting the flow of

the rivers Jambu Khola, Sinjen and Bhurjuk.

In the Humla district, 10 hectares of land

from the Tibet Autonomous region has been

annexed by diverting the flow of the rivers

Bagdare Khola and Karnali.   11 hectares of

land from the Sindhupal chowk district have

been annexed by diverting the flow of the

rivers, Bhote Kosi and Kharane Khola. In the

Sankhuwasabha district, the flow of the

rivers, Arun,

Sumjung and Kam Khola have been directed,

claiming 9 hectares. Earlier, China had also

annexed 2 villages, Rui and Tegha from the

Northern part of the Gorkha district.

The United States Congress’ lower

house, the House of Representatives,

on 26th June, 2020 passed the “H.R. 1”

Bill. The Bill, if passed by the Senate,

would then declare the United States’

Capital to be the 51st state of the

country. 

Washington, District of Colombia was

formed after carving out territory from

the states of Virginia and Maryland in

the year 1790.  Yet, the Bill is the first-

of-its-kind in the 230 years of the

district’s existence.

Eleanor Holmes Norton, a non-voting

member of the house, had introduced

the bill. 232 democrats have voted in

favour of the bill, while 180 republicans

voted against the bill. The House of

Representatives enjoys a majority of

233 members from the Democratic

Party and 198 members from the party

of the President, the Republican party. 

The Bill awaits the approval of the

Senate that has a majority of 53

Republicans. However, the President,

Donald Trump has stated that he is

against the bill and if the Senate passes

it, he would be using his veto power to

oppose the bill.
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RURAL AREAS

FOREIGN MINISTERS FROM
RUSSIA, INDIA AND CHINA
PARTICIPATE IN VIRTUAL

MEETING
A meeting to commemorate the 75th

Anniversary of the foundation of the United

Nations was attended by the Foreign

Ministries of Russia, India and China.

Russia’s foreign minister, Sergey Lavrov had

hosted the RIC meeting online on 23rd June,

2020. The contributions made by Indians

during the time of the World War were

mentioned with the view of proposing

India’s inclusion in the United Nations’

Security Council. 

Russia had supported India’s aim and had

congratulated the country on securing 192

votes for a non-permanent seat at the

UNSC.The reiteration of 1983 India’s mission

to China to perform operation on wounded

Chinese soldiers from the war with Japan

was also part of the meeting’s proceedings.

The mission was not recognized for paving

the way for injustice for the physicians who

operated for around 72 hours with no sleep.
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The Union Ministry of Mines and Coal has

launched the ‘Science and Technology

Yojana for AatmaNirbhar Bharat in Mining

Advancement’ SATYABHAMA. Launched

by Union MInister, Prahlad Joshi, the

portal will be available at

research.mines.gov.in. The portal is a part

of the Indian Government’s recently

launched AatmaNirbhar Scheme. 

SATYBHAMA will be linked with NGO

DARPAN, NITI Aayog’s portal. The portal

comes in as a step for incorporating

digital technology in the mineral and

mining sector. Operating the portal shall

be overlooked by the Mines Informatics

Division of the National Informatics

Centre. 

Researchers and Scientists are

encouraged to make use of the portal and

make project proposals and research

submissions in the electronic format. The

portal shall be regularly monitored to

manage the grants and funds for the

projects proposed.

Objectives of the portal include

encouraging maximum professionals to

engage in the sector, optimum utilization

of funds for various research and

development projects, making use of

other government schemes for the mining

sector and promoting proper usage and

conservation of mineral resources.

A face-off between Indian and Chinese soldiers took place in June at the Galwan Valley. This incident has

been considered the most dreadful one in the last 50 years. 20 soldiers of the Indian Armed Forces were

killed in the battle, the highest casualty so far. India had recently announced its plans to build a strategic

road through the Galwan Valley , that shall connect the region close to China to an airstrip. The strategic

plan is to increase access of the military in the region.

Tensions between India and China over the Galwan Valley have existed even during the 1962 war

between the countries.  In a telephonic conversation between the External Affairs Ministers of both the

countries, the Indian Government has strongly stated that this shall not be tolerated and that the

government protests the face-off.  In more recent news, the government had also banned the use of 59

Chinese Apps over Privacy concerns.

The Central Government had passed the

Essential Commodities (Amendment)

Ordinance on June 5, 2020. The ordinance

shall bring amendments to the 65 year-old

Essential Commodities act, 1955. 

The purpose of the ordinance is to

encourage competition in the agricultural

sector, thereby increasing the farmers’

income. Certain provisions of the ordinance

also provide the Government with powers to

regulate the supply of essential commodities

in extraordinary circumstances such as the

ongoing pandemic. The ordinance shall not

affect any of the Government’s order

pertaining to the Public Distribution System. 

Another important provisions stipulated by

the amendment is that of stock limit. Besides

the supply, the Government can also

regulate the stock limit. However, a stock

limit can only be imposed if there is 

100% increase in the retail price of

horticulture produce and 50% increase in

the retail price of non- perishable

agricultural food items. Further these

provisions shall not apply to a processor or

value chain participant.

Approval was also given to The Farming

Produce Trade and Commerce Ordinance

2020 for convenience of trade in agricultural

produce and also to The Farmers

(Empowerment and Protection) Agreement

on Price Assurance and Farm Services

Ordinance 2020 that enables engagement of

farmers with other stakeholders such as

Processors, aggregators, wholesalers, large

retailers and exporters. The recent

amendments shall exclude commodities such

as cereals, pulses, oilseeds, edible oils,

onions, and potatoes from the essential

commodities list.
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Russia's Energia space corporation told that they will take the first tourist on a space walk in 2023,

under the terms of a new contract with a US partner. Energia has inked a contract with Space

Adventures, which promises to take two space tourists to the International Space Station that year.

"We plan that one of the participants of the expedition will do a space walk from the Russian segment,

together with a professional Russian cosmonaut," said Energia, which is part of Russia's space agency

Roscosmos. The announcement comes days after NASA signed a deal with Richard Branson's Virgin

Galactic space tourism company to promote private missions to the station after a special training

program in the US. It also follows the first successful mission by Elon Musk's SpaceX last month to

bring astronauts to the station on a reusable Crew Dragon spacecraft, ending nearly a decade of

Russia holding a monopoly on shuttling humans to orbit.

SpaceX in March announced its own space tourism trip for three people next year, on board of the

Crew Dragon. On its website, Space Adventures already advertises the space walk as a "rare and

exhilarating experience," available only through the Russian programme. "If you choose to fly to space

on the Russian Soyuz spacecraft, you have the opportunity to... conduct a spacewalk, accompanied by

a professional cosmonaut," it says.

MONTHLY BULLETIN

On July, 13th 2020, CEO Sundar Pichai

had announced that Google will invest

approximately 10 billion USD (Rs. 75,

000 crores) in the ‘Google for India

Digitization Fund”.

The announcement follows the

interaction between the CEO and the

Prime Minister Narendra Modi that

took place on the same day. 

The announcement comes amidst

difficult times, when the nation and

the world alike suffer at the hands of

the COVID19 pandemic. With the

lockdown being imposed across the

country, the digital era has seeped into

all walks of life. The pandemic has

changed the face of the economy and

has further digitalized

everything. The investment shall prove

to be a very beneficial contribution in

the new work culture created by the

pandemic. Various aspects of

digitalization such as data security,

cyber securities and other particulars

have been discussed in the interaction

between the dealmakers. 

The investment shall span a period of

five to seven years and will be made

through various mechanisms such as

partnerships, equity investments and

operational infrastructure in

ecosystem investments.  

The CEO has also stated that he is confident of the growth and future of the Indian Digital Economy.

Comparing his childhood to the present times, he added that “whole new generation of technologies

is happening in India first”.

Four major areas shall be focused on   for the course of the investment: Digital transformation of

businesses, affordable access and information to every Indian in their preferred languages, 

encouraging new services and products that meet the demands of the nation and technology leverage

to make the use of Artificial Intelligence in sectors such as education, health and agriculture possible.
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India  has  become the 12th largest

holder of US government securities at

the end of April, with holding worth

157.4 billion dollars. The data from the

US Treasury Department showed that

after significantly reducing the

exposure in March to 156.5 billion

dollars, India marginally hiked the

holding by 0.9 billion dollars to 157.4

billion dollars the next month. While

the holding touched a record high of

177.5 billion dollars in February, the

same was drastically reduced in

March. The exposure stood at 164.3

billion dollars in January. At the end of

April, Japan remained the country with

the maximum exposure at 1.27 trillion

dollars, followed by China at 1.1 trillion

dollars and the UK at 368.5 billion

dollars. India, which was at the 13th

place in March, climbed to the 12th

position in April. This was on account

of Saudi Arabia coming down to the

15th spot after the major oil producing

country drastically trimmed its

exposure to USD 125.3 billion.At the

end of March, Saudi Arabia was at the

12th position with holding worth USD

159.1 billion. The American government

securities are held by the Reserve Bank

of India (RBI) as it invests in foreign

assets as part of its prudential liquidity

management. Global economic

uncertainties have increased in the

wake of the 

The PPE Kit was developed by a naval doctor at the Innovation

Cell of the Institute of Naval Medicine located at INHS Asvini in

Mumbai, Maharashtra. 

The kit will be available in two versions: Single and Double ply.

The entire kit will consist of face mask, headgear and a mid-thigh

level show cover. The specialty of the Kit will be its enhanced

breathability factor as compared to other PPEs available in the

market, this will provide health workers working in the frontline

against the pandemic a much-needed comfort while working for

long hours The PPE will also not require any tapes and sealing

machines as the quality of the fabric used for it is such a superior

one that even it won’t require any plastic-like film or polymer

lamination.
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pandemic. India too has been impacted and the rupee has been witnessing significant fluctuations in

recent months. Dollars and other US government assets began to be among the preferred ones for

investments, with the collapse of the gold standard or the Bretton Woods principles in the late 1970s

and central banks moved to the fractional reserves system.
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